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Abstract
In a paper published in 1920, N.L Bowen conceived of a situation where forces acting on a crystalline mesh could
extract the liquid phase from the solid and in doing so cause variations in chemistry distinct from the purely
gravitational effects of fractional crystallisation. His paper was a call-to-arms to explore the deformation potential
as a cause of variation in igneous rocks, but was never followed up in a rigorous way. Inspired by this, we have
developed a quantitative model showing how shear deformation of a crystallised dense magma (> 70%) with
poro-elastic properties is analogous to a granular material. The critical link between the mechanics and associated
compositional changes of the melt is the degree to which the crystallising magma undergoes dilation (volume
increase) during shear. It is important to note that the effect can only take place after the initially loose solid
material has undergone mechanical compaction such that the grains comprising the rigid skeleton are in permanent
contact. Under these conditions, the key material parameters governing the dilatancy effect are the physical
permeability, mush strength, the shear modulus and the contact mechanics and geometry of the granular
assemblage. Calculations show that dilation reduces the interstitial fluid (melt) pressure causing, in Bowens words,
“the separation of crystals and mother liquor” via a suction effect. At shear strain rates in excess of the tectonic
background, deformation-induced melt flow can redistribute chemical components and heat between regions of
crystallising magma with contrasting rheological properties, at velocities far in excess of diffusion or buoyancy
forces, the latter of course the driving force behind fractional crystallisation and viscous compaction. Influx of
hotter, less evolved melt drawn internally from the same magma body into regions where crystallisation is more
advanced (auto-intrusion) may result in reverse zoning and/or resorption of crystals. Because dilatancy is primarily
a mechanical effect independent of melt composition, evolved, chemically distinct melt fractions removed at this
late stage may explain miarolitic alkaline rocks and intrusive granophyres in basaltic systems and late stage aplites
and pegmatites in granites (discontinuous variations) as proposed by Bowen. Post-failure instabilities include
hydraulic rupture of the mush along shear zones governed by the angles of dilation and internal friction. On the
macro scale, a combination of dilatancy and fracturing may provide a means to extract large volumes of chemically
evolved melt from mush columns on short (< 1000 year) geological timescales.
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Introduction
"It is not difficult to conceive of a distribution of forces in the heterogeneous surroundings of an igneous
mass, such that locally the liquid might be sucked out of the crystalline mesh… such physical separation of two
magmatic phases is the complement of chemical differentiation" (Bowen, N. L. 1920).
It is more than nine decades since these words were written, and significant progress has been made in
understanding the physics of melt segregation in the Earth. Movement of magmatic pore fluid (melt) within a solid
crystalline matrix has been investigated quantitatively (e.g. McKenzie 1984; Scott and Stevenson 1986; Turcotte
and Schubert 2002; Marsh 2002; Bachmann and Bergantz 2004; Solano et al. 2012; Bergantz et al. 2017) and
experimentally (e.g. van der Molen and Patterson 1979; Tait and Jupart 1992; Rutter and Neumann 1995, Renner
et al. 2000; Rosenberg and Handy 2005; Kohlstedt and Holtzman 2009; Walte et al 2011; Quintanilla‐Terminel et
al. 2019). However, although representing a significant body of work, current melt segregation models differ from
that conceived by Bowen in several important ways. Firstly, the majority are formulated to deal with the important
problem of extracting small degree (generally << 20%) partial melts from the upper mantle or lower crust, where
the relevant phase transition is from solid to liquid. As pointed out by Vigneresse et al. (1996), melting and
crystallisation processes do not perfectly mirror each other; segregation models for melting and crystallisation
require different initial formulations. Secondly, multiphase compaction models assume that buoyancy effects,
coupled with viscous deformation of the granular matrix, drive the flow instability (segregation). Studies that take
into account more complex matrix rheologies, including visco-elastic behaviour (e.g. Connolly and Podladchikov
1998), still rely on buoyancy-forced melt flow. This situation is quite different from Bowen’s original idea of melt
being ‘sucked’ out of a rigid, sparingly deformable matrix in an externally imposed pressure field.
Complementary to this, the search for an efficient mechanism for the extraction of significant quantities of evolved
melt in high level (sub volcanic) silicic systems remains elusive (Lundstorm and Glazner 2016; Bachmann and
Huber 2018). In contrast to the textbook idea of a liquid-filled magma chamber, a flurry of recent papers has
promoted the idea (e.g. Marsh 2004) of crustal magma reservoirs as vertically extensive mush columns (Cashman
et al. 2017; Jackson et al. 2018; Sparks et al. 2019). In these models, fractionation and compositional diversity is
achieved mainly as a consequence of melt migration through a porous, viscously compacting matrix. According
to Bea et al. (2005) and Berger et al. (2017), fractionation by deformation-driven filter pressing and compaction
appears responsible for producing the mineralogical and chemical variations in some large intrusions. However,
textural and microstructural evidence has raised doubts as to the efficacy of compaction in magmas as a mode of
melt segregation in mafic intrusions (Holness et al. 2017). Holness (2018) reviewed the problem for silicic systems,
arguing that the commonly-invoked trio of viscous compaction, micro-settling and gas filter pressing (Anderson
et al. 1984; Pistone et al. 2015) are themselves insufficient to cause melt segregation at rates comparable with
erupted volumes of dacite and rhyolite (see also Bachmann and Huber 2018).
While there are undoubtedly many configurations in which the viscous approach is entirely apposite, we promote
the idea that deformation due to external (non-gravitational) stresses applied to crystallising magma may provide
another solution to the melt extraction conundrum, in both mafic and silicic magmas, at intermediate to high levels
in the crust. Indeed, a theoretical framework, motivated by Bowen’s appeal to differentiation by deformation, was
set out by Koenders and Petford (2000) and developed further in a series of follow-up papers (Petford and
Koenders 2003; Koenders and Petford 2005; 2007). In brief, our analytical model captures a dilation effect inherent
in densely packed poro-elastic materials undergoing shear, that – importantly with respect to the current debate on
melt segregation – occurs after compaction.
In this contribution we begin by reviewing the important effect of dilatancy (pore volume increase) in deforming
granular aggregates, and its historical context in petrology outside its practical origins in soil mechanics. Given
Bowen was also concerned to show that deformation could be important in producing chemical diversity in
crystallising magmas, we describe quantitatively the link between the external strain field in the vicinity of the
crystallising magma and associated compositional and thermal changes. Key details of the process including the
contact mechanics between particles and the elastic properties of minerals comprising the deforming mush, are
quantified. Melt flow rates and extraction times during shear are examined over a range of potential shear strain
rates, from background tectonic to seismic events, and compared to estimates based on buoyancy forces. A novel
aspect of this new work is the linkage made between the phase petrology of two component systems (e.g.
plagioclase and olivine solid solutions) during advanced stages crystallisation and theoretical estimates of shear
strength and conditions of failure of the crystal aggregate using Mohr diagrams. Finally, we comment on the
applicability of the model to explain the large scale segregation of rhyolitic liquids in putative crustal magma
reservoirs.
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The neglected importance of dilatancy in sheared crystalline mush
A key concept in what follows is that a solidifying magma can be treated as a dense granular material that will
dilate under an imposed shear stress. While this should be non-controversial, reference to dilatancy in the literature
as a fractionation mechanism in igneous rocks is scarce. Of the various melt-crystal segregation mechanisms put
forward over the last one hundred years, filter pressing (see Propach 1976), comes closest, and while the author
recognised that “every compression must be accompanied by a dilation, which creates room for the filtrate”,
questioned whether a satisfactory model could be found to quantify it.
In a seminal paper, Mead (1925) proposed that densely packed magma suspensions, in which crystal contents
exceed 50%, should be considered as granular masses. Following Bowen (1920), Emmons (1940) put forward the
idea that dilatant rifting of a dense crystal mush would draw melt into the ‘voids’ interstices, a process referred to
subsequently by Carmichael et al. (1974) as ‘auto-intrusion’. More recently, Smith (1997) proposed shearthickening and dilatancy as a mechanism to explain deformation textures in crystal-rich volcanic rocks. The basic
idea, that magma with a substantial fraction of solids is analogous to a fluid-saturated granular mass, opens up a
link to the fundamental observation, first made by Reynolds (1885), that dilating granular materials expand in bulk
with change of shape. Corresponding shear-induced volume changes in the granular matrix then create regions of
lowered pore pressure that draw fluid towards them, resulting in macroscopic fluid flow within the deforming
assemblage.
Despite however its conceptual simplicity and appeal, it has proved non-trivial to capture dilatant behaviour
quantitatively in crystallising magma. A possible way forward was proposed by Koenders (1997) and Koenders
and Petford (2000), who used a mathematical model based on the equations of linear poro-elasticity first proposed
by Biot (1941). Following Mead (1925), the relevant differential equations were modified to take into account the
effects of shear-induced dilatancy in magmas by coupling the volumetric strain to the deviatoric (shear) stress in
the granular matrix. This approach thus differs fundamentally from compaction models (McKenzie 1984) in which
the granular matrix is defined as a dense, viscous fluid with no inherent strength.
The relationship between compaction and dilatancy and their relationship to volumetric strain is shown in Fig. 1
for initially loose and densely packed granular materials. In passing it should be noted that Biot’s equations have
immense practical engineering applications in dealing with porous rock and dense sands undergoing changes in
fluid pressure and stress (e.g. Engelder1993; Hillis, 2000). While magmas may be considered exotic in comparison
with soils and hydrocarbon reservoirs, they nonetheless will obey the same general laws of physics as any saturated
granular mass exposed to shearing forces. This is borne out by the experimental work of van der Molen and
Paterson (1979) on partially molten granite where dilation effects were observed in conjunction with straindependent movement of the melt phase (see also Renner et al. 2000) and concave-upwards stress-strain curves
(Fig. 1). Reynolds dilatancy is also seen in deforming alloys at high crystallinity, analogous to that proposed here
for magmas (Gourlay and Dhale 2007; Kareha et al. 2017). These experiments verify the granular dilatancy effect
is real in high temperature mushes, and confirm the applicability of the relevant analysis in soil mechanics to
partially molten systems more generally.

Poro-elastic theory
Poro-elasticity provides a general theory for describing the coupled deformation of a solid (elastic or elasto-plastic
and, in some cases, elasto-viscous) granular matrix with changes in inter-granular pore fluid pressure. The theory
assumes that porosity is connected but does not require an explicit description of the matrix geometry. As such it
is well suited to the study of deformable porous media, including magma, undergoing shear. Koenders and Petford
(2000) first showed theoretically the effect of shearing a poro-elastic magmatic layer comprising a mixture of solid
grains (crystals) and pore fluid (melt) in the ratio 70% to 30%. In the model, granular dilatancy increases the pore
space such that the locally reduced pressure sucks fresh melt into the deforming layer, matching closely the
situation envisioned by Bowen (1920) and Emmons (1940).
Cast in terms of consolidation of a compressible fluid moving in a porous magma mush with a one-dimensional,
position-dependent permeability k(y), the governing equation is:
 
p 
p v&
 k ( y )   n ' 
y 
y 
t y

(1)

where v& is the vertical displacement velocity of the solids, n the porosity (melt fraction) and  is the melt
compressibility, taken as 0. Note that while the latter is important in water-rich magmas (e.g. Manga et al. 1998),
it is a second-order effect that can be incorporated subsequently. The solution to Equation (1) depends largely on
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the rheological properties of the deforming magmatic mush, in particular the dilatant moduli (see below), which
are not currently well known for magmas, and the physical permeability (k).
The effect will not happen instantaneously during loading. An estimate of the time to dilation
(  ) is obtained by calculating how long it takes the material to reach the isotropic pre-stress level under the
imposed shear strain rate. This depends on the stiffness parameters of the assembly, which in turn are obtained
from the contact mechanics of the participating minerals comprising the mush. It is given by:


1



 Q 

2/3

1
u&
y

(2)

where Q and the ambient mean skeletal stress, (the stress associated with interparticle forces), are variables that
define the contact stiffness of the assemblage (see Appendix 1, Eq. A19 and A20); u&is the horizontal displacement
velocity of the solids and  a constant of order unity.
Key to quantifying the suction effect is to couple the transport properties of the mush to changes in interstitial pore
fluid pressure during shear (Petford and Koenders 2003). As such, particular focus is applied to the limiting state,
which is assumed to persist under continued shear. After an initial change from the point when the shear strain rate
is first applied, the long-term excess pore pressure p  y  settles to a position-dependent value that is proportional
to the applied shear stress rate c&0 . Imposing boundary conditions that require the excess pressure to vanish at the
bottom of the layer ( y   H ) and demand no-flow at the top (fluid pressure gradient zero at y  0 ), the excess
pore pressure is equal to:
p  y   Rc&0

H 2  y2
2k

(3)

where H is the mush layer thickness and y the vertical position in the layer. Furthermore, there are two material
constants R and that describe the mechanical behaviour of the granular assembly. These depend on the state the
material is in. Under continued shear it evolves quite drastically from an assumed isotropic (more or less elastic)
state to one in which the ratio of the principal stresses reaches a limiting value. In this process the two parameters
R 1
(e)
change as follows: R : from 0  s
and  : from A2222
 G , where Rs is the principal stress ratio in the
Rs  1
(e)
limiting state, A2222
is the principal modulus in the elastic state and G the shear modulus in the limiting state.
Analysis of the moduli in the limiting state is carried out in Appendix 1.

Finally, with boundary conditions following Petford and Koenders (2003), the flow rate into the medium (q) in the
limiting state is:

q

A2222  1 / 3  1 1    u&
H
.
8G  Gn   1
y

(4)

Again, key parameters are the layer thickness and the horizontal shear strain rate u&/ y ; 1 and  3 are the
major and minor principal skeleton stresses. Because dilatancy and the pressure changes driving fluid flow are
independent of gravity, there is no buoyancy term. Accordingly, it is the dilatancy parameter () that governs the
rate of movement of melt in and out of the deforming mush, a significant point of difference between the model
here and existing mechanisms for solid-melt segregation in igneous systems. Thus, when   1 melt is squeezed
out, but when   1 melt is drawn in, conforming exactly to Bowen’s suction effect.

An explanation of the moduli and contact mechanics governing dilation in magma
The solution to Eq. (4) also requires information about the skeletal stress ratio ( 1 /  3 ) and a ratio of the
incremental stiffness moduli, in particular A2222 / G conforming to the stiffness tensor of the crystalline mush
during applied shear.
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Briefly, this ratio can be derived from the estimated angular contact distribution and contact stiffness of the
granular mush (Appendix 1). Particles in contact under load transmit stress and knowledge of point and assembly
dynamics comprise a branch of engineering called contact mechanics (Johnson 1985). The contact stiffness can be
obtained from Hertzian analysis of touching spherical or cylindrical surfaces with varying roughness (e.g. Shi and
Polycarpou 2005). This requires data on the elastic properties of minerals comprising the assemblage, notably the
Young’s Modulus (E), shear modulus (G) and Poisson’s ratio (), all of which are well constrained for common
rock-forming minerals over a wide range of PT conditions. Other interfacial parameters include the grain size and,
critically, the average number of contacts per particle. This coordination number Z (Fig. 2a) provides an important
link between the internal topology of the deforming crystal mush and the stress distribution, with a volume increase
during dilatancy resulting in lower coordination numbers (the reverse is true for compaction). As Z reduces,
individual grains take more load, offset somewhat by increasing crystals contents. Knowledge of how Z evolves
during crystallisation may in future be acquired by, for example, numerical simulations in the magmatic case, but
can be explored analytically in the model. Figure 2b shows the (scaled) distribution of the dimensionless excess
pore fluid pressure p* as a function of the scaled time, t*. The significant feature is the rapid decrease in the excess
(negative) pore pressure early on, which then settles down asymptotically to a long-term reduction. This aspect
has been reported in detail by Petford and Koenders (2003). Note that while the reduced pore fluid pressure stays
constant, the skeletal stress will increase, a consequence of which is that at some point the mush will fail. The
potential implications for this are described later. Derivation of the relevant moduli included in the contact
mechanics, are given in Appendix 1.
In summary, Equations (1-4) opens up a way to explore quantitatively the effects of deformation on the segregation
velocity of silicic melts in a dilating mush and compare these to rates obtained from compaction theory.
Importantly, the shear strain rate is a free variable that can be set to background (plate) tectonic rates or
benchmarked against other values of interest in excess of that, for example local strain caused by intrusion of
magma pulses into a crystallising reservoir of some specified dimension. These ideas are explored in more detail
in the sections that follow.

Stress and shear strain rates
An additional motivation for this work is to understand better the aggregate mechanical properties of mushy layers
during dilatancy over a range of loading conditions, up to and including failure. Two examples are considered, 1)
stress caused by overburden, and 2) a local skeletal stress associated with the inter-particle contact forces due to
buoyancy in the magma. We begin by estimating the state of stress in the mush layer at equilibrium located 1 km
below the Earth’s surface. The total vertical (lithostatic) stress for an overburden density of 3000 kg m-3 is c. 30
MPa in the magma layer (e.g. Jaeger, 1969). The vertical skeletal stress (1), either at the base of the roof of a
mush layer depending on the sign of the density contrast, equals  gH / 2 (Petford and Koenders 2003). For a
magma with a density contrast  = 300 kg m-3 between melt and solid (e.g. Sparks et al. 2019), and arbitrary
layer thickness 𝐻 = 100 m, 1≃ 0.15 MPa.
The skeletal stress relates also to the internal properties of the magma layer. In the examples that follow, the
particle stiffness is defined using published values of the relevant elastic constants for the assemblage under
consideration. One nuance in the model is the ability to ‘tune’ the mush such that the elastic constants reflect as
closely as possible magma mineralogy and phase petrology. For example, a plagioclase-dominated mush at 1200o
C with an average composition of An36 (Andesine) has a Young’s Modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio () of 92 GPa
and 0.272 respectively. For olivine, suitable values for G and E (Fo 90%) are 70 GPa and 200 GPa at 900K (Table
A1).
Finally, as the dilatant effect requires an external source of deformation, three shear strain rates are used to reflect
the general magnitude of deformation in the continental crust: 1) 10-14 s-1 corresponding to background tectonic
strain, 2) a higher rate of 10-7 s-1 derived by Rust et al. (2003) from deformed bubbles in obsidian as a benchmark
for (silicic) magma emplacement in subvolcanic environments, and for completeness 3) loading from seismic
activity (arbitrary 101 s-1).

Results
Time to dilatancy ()
Dilation requires a change in the material properties of the magma in response to shear. Order-of-magnitude
estimates for the time  to dilation from Eq. (2) are shown in Table 2 for each deformation régime (lithostatic
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overburden, o) and skeletal stresses caused by magma buoyancy (b), for a mineral assemblage corresponding to
a generic mafic and silicic mush. Time to dilatancy is fastest where local (skeletal) stresses dominate, with mafic
mushes dilating faster than silicic ones. Results show that for tectonic loading the material goes into dilatant mode
on timescales of 102 to 104 years. At loading rates associated with magma emplacement (10-7 s-1), the dilatant effect
would activate for all cases on timescales < 24 hours. During an earthquake, dilatancy is practically instantaneous.

Pore fluid pressure reduction during dilation
We now examine changes in pore (melt) fluid pressure and melt flow rates in dimensional form. Firstly, we
estimate the physical permeability. For a mean grain size (d) the order of magnitude permeability is k  d 2 n 3 / 
, where  is the tortuosity (e.g. Ghanbarian et al. 2013). Note this expression differs from the geometrical
permeability (e.g. McKenzie 1984) in that it includes the viscosity () of the fluid (melt) phase. Thus, the physical
permeability range of a mush comprising basaltic melt with a viscosity of 102 Pa s is c. 10-10 to 10-9 m2 Pa-1s-1 and
for a rhyolitic one ( = 105 Pa s, Clemens and Petford, 1999) is 10-13 to 10-12 m2 Pa-1 s-1, with other variables from
Table 1. The role of viscosity in the flow of wet granular materials is examined in detail by Huang et al (2008).
Changes in (excess) pore pressure in the limit can now be found from Equation (3). The position-dependent
pressure drop in the melt phase due to dilation is greatest in the silicic mush for all given rates of shear strain (Fig.
3), a compositional effect first described by Petford and Koenders (2003). Estimates of p  y  gained this way are
used later to help constrain changes in effective skeletal stress as the mush undergoes deformation.

Melt flow rates
Figure 4 shows estimates of melt flow rates using Equation (4), with variables as above (see also Table 1), as a
function of shear strain rate. Values range widely, from c. 10-15 m s-1 to 10-4 m s-1, depending upon the layer
thickness and the dilatancy ratio. Slowest segregation velocities correspond to deformation at background (plate
tectonic) rates and overlap with those typical for compacting silicic mushes (Sparks et al. 2019). As the rate of
loading increases, so does the melt flow velocity in the dilating mush. At intermediate shear strain rates (c. 10-10 s1
) segregation rates at the upper end exceed 4 m yr-1, several orders of magnitude faster that compaction and in the
range reported by Pistone et al. (2015) for gas filter pressing (0.6-6 myr-1,  = 0.75). For assumed emplacementrelated strains (c. 10-7 s-1), melt flow rates exceed 10-4 m s-1 (c. 1 km yr-1). At these velocities, melt segregation on
a pluton scale appears feasible, especially so if the shear strain rate is increased still further. Scaled up, this could
allow for extensive silicic melt segregation on decadal timescales (see discussion section).

Deformation of mushy layers: Mohr Diagrams for deforming magma
In order to better visualise the deformation process we have constructed illustrative Mohr diagrams and a GriffithCoulomb failure envelope for a hypothetical magma, both at rest and during deformation, for the limiting case
where the skeletal stresses are buoyancy-related (b). The latter requires information about the cohesion and tensile
strength of the mush, along relevant values for the elastic properties of the matrix appropriate for the composition
in hand. In this example we assume the mush is mafic and comprised 80% olivine and 20% interstitial melt with
a viscosity of 102 Pa s.
A description of the linear failure envelope in its simplest form reads  '  c   tan C , where C is the Coulomb
angle of friction, a measure of a material’s resistance to an applied shearing skeletal stress (  ' ) under an isotropic
skeletal stress (  ). In light of scant experimental values for the angle of friction in dilating magma, we have
assigned a value of 30 degrees, one justification being it lies midway between the range of most granular materials
that have been measured for this property (e.g. Bell 2007). The constant c is the cohesion. This value is zero for
dry granular materials, but Shaw (1980) put forward the notion that there may be a small non-zero value in magmas
analogous to a yield strength. Following Ryerson et al. (1988), we thus estimate a cohesion of c. 4 kPa for a crystal
fraction of 0.8.
Finally, an estimate of the tensile strength (-K) of the magma is needed. While exact values remain qualified by
the strain rate regime, rough estimates of the tensile strength of partially molten basalt with 80% crystals lie in the
range 104 - 106 Pa (e.g. Shaw 1980). Marsh (2002) provides an estimate of the tensile strength of a solidification
front in the range 102 to 108 Pa, with strength increasing with crystal fraction. Geometrically both the angle of
friction and the tensile strength contribute to the slope of the Griffith-Coulomb failure envelope, meaning it is
possible to obtain one from knowledge of the other. In this example, using the value for cohesion above gives an
order of magnitude estimate of 2 x 103 Pa for the tensile strength, comparable with lower-end values reported in
the literature for basaltic magmas (Marsh 2002).
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The resulting family of Mohr circles are shown in Figure 5. Several points of interest emerge from the model
analysis relevant to the deformation of congested magma. First, it is noteworthy how close the static magma, with
a differential stress of c. 100 kPa, is to failure, implying only a relatively minor perturbation to the stress state
could result in instability (Fig. 5a). It is well known that pore fluid pressure (p) exerts a fundamental control on
rock and soil failure (Terhagzi 1943), through the skeleton stress () where     p . A familiar cause of
hydraulic failure during fluid-rock interaction occurs when an increase in fluid pressure moves the Mohr circle
left to intersect the failure envelope. However, during dilatancy the opposite happens. This is because volumetric
strain in the solid framework leads to a reduction in excess pore (melt) pressure (Eq. 3 and Fig. 3), meaning the
effective (skeleton) stress increases, moving the Mohr circle away from the failure envelope (Fig. 5b). As the
change in excess pore pressure scales with melt viscosity (Fig. 3), the effective stress will be consistently higher
for silicic magmas due to the greater change in excess fluid pressure during dilation. We note with interest
comparable behaviour in hydrocarbon reservoirs as the fluid reservoir becomes progressively depleted during
extraction (e.g. Hillis 2000). It is similar also the effect seen in the experiments of van der Molen and Paterson
(1979), where matrix strength increases temporarily in a processes called dilatancy hardening (see also Renner et
al. 2000).
However, the reduction in excess pore fluid pressure does not mean that the mush will not fail at some later time
as dilation continues. Our mathematical analysis, which is critically sensitive to the boundary conditions, does not
contain an assessment of the granular (skeletal) stress ratio as it evolves, which, unlike the pore fluid pressure, will
continue to increase with time. It is thus reasonable to assume failure will occur at some stage as deformation
proceeds. Again, by recourse to petroleum engineering, it is well documented that during depletion, the differential
stress goes up as the pore fluid pressure drops (Hillis, 2000). In these coupled models, consistent with the poroelastic nature of the matrix, the vertical stress remains largely unaffected by changes in pore pressure, whereas the
minimum horizontal stress reduces by up to 70% of the pressure drop in the fluid. This effect is simulated in Fig.
5c for the dilatant case by reducing 3 until the Mohr circle intersects the failure envelope. This required change
in differential stress 1  3 is c. 25% of the initial isotropic stress. Following convention (Hobbs et al. 1976),
where 2, the orientation of the failure plane lies at 30o to the major principal skeletal stress direction, similar
to angles reported from experiments elsewhere (e.g. Zimmerman and Kohlstedt 2004). In contrast, field
observations on syn-kinematic leucosomes related to viscous compaction record orientations at much higher angles
to the assumed maximum compressive stress (Weinberg et al. 2015). This difference in orientation might help tell
apart the mechanical origin of brittle-like structures in igneous rocks thought to have formed in the magmatic state.
Finally, grain shape as inherent anisotropy of the sample plays an important role. has been explored experimentally
Konishi et al 1982) have shown experimentally that the magnitude of the dilatancy effect is affected by the degree
to which grain shape deviates from perfect sphericity. It also depends on the bedding angle (the angle between the
major principal skeletal stress and the mean orientation of the particles), The impact on the dilatancy ratio is
relatively modest (<20%); the impact on the value of the stress ratio at failure is more pronounced and may be as
large as a factor of two.
In summary, while acknowledging this analysis is hypothetical, it shows how dilation, rupture and the material
properties of magma mushes more generally (e.g. Karolstrom et al 2012) have important consequences for magma
differentiation and melt extraction on crustal scales. The implications of this, including possible microstructure
formation in the matrix and mesoscale drainage of compositionally distinct melt away from the site of deformation,
are developed in more detail below.
Comparison with diffusion rates
To reiterate, shearing and dilatancy in the mush sets up fluid motions with a velocity (q) proportional to the rate
of shear strain (Eq. 4). How do the resultant fluid flow velocities compare to other common transport mechanisms
such as thermal and chemical diffusion? A simple way to quantify the relative importance of heat transport is via
the Péclet number 𝑃𝑒 = 𝑞𝐻/𝜅 where  is the thermal diffusivity, ranging from c. 0.35 mm2 s-1 in basaltic melts to
0.5 mm2 s-1 in silicic ones (e.g. Hofmeister et al. 2009). This is shown in Figure 6. At tectonic rates, induced melt
flow is slower than thermal diffusion in both basaltic and rhyolitic melts (Pe << 1). Only where the shear strain
rate approaches inferred magma emplacement rates of 10-10 s-1 and above does Pe exceed unity, introducing the
idea, developed in more detail below, that deformation-controlled melt segregation can, in addition to chemical
effects, modify the thermal evolution of crystallising magmas.
In similar fashion, it is possible to compare the relative timescales of advection (At) versus diffusion (Dt) where
the chemical diffusion coefficient (D) and fluid velocity are known. Taking data for H2O diffusivity in silicate
melts (Zhang and Ni, 2010) we assess the relative importance of each for a given rate of shear strain. Setting At/Dt
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= 1, the characteristic time for the process is tc  D / q2 where tc is the time for advection and diffusion to equal
each other (Lerman 1979). Table 3 summarises the influence of increasing deformation rate with respect to a fixed
rate of chemical diffusion for H2O in basaltic and rhyolitic melts. At plate tectonic strain rates (not shown), melt
flow rates are too slow to outpace chemical diffusivity. However, for shear strain rates >10-12 s-1, advection caused
by dilatancy bosses the transport process

Discussion
We focus now more broadly on three lengthscales where shear-induced dilation may play a hitherto unrecognised
role in imparting compositional diversity in igneous rocks. We begin with local fractionation and diffusive effects
where chemical interchange between growing crystals at the melt interface operate on scales from microns to mm.
Following on, we look at compositional and mechanical effects on a metre to decimetre scale, taking as an example
changes in a dense crystallising layer that may act to disrupt the normal, down temperature sequence of fractional
crystallisation. Finally, and more speculatively, in the context of crustal mush columns, we consider how the
granular dilatant effect could be a precursor to larger-scale mechanical failure of the magma pile, culminating in
the transport of compositionally distinct melt out of the deforming region through dykes or fractures.

Microscale
Compositional effects in the system Ab-An
We start by exploring the modifying effect of dilatancy using as an example the familiar plagioclase (Ab-An)
binary system. The idea is that during a dilation event, H2O-undersaturated melt will be siphoned into the
interstices between plagioclase crystals. This newly introduced melt will shift the plagioclase equilibrium to favour
growth of more calcic feldspar, producing an effect similar to that of increased T. Since the H2O-undersaturated
melt will be both hotter and less hydrous than the original melt in contact with the plagioclase crystals (Clemens
and Petford 1999; Clemens and Watkins 2001), the crystals would probably be partially resorbed and would
certainly become reverse-zoned before returning to a normal zoning pattern.
Figure 7 shows the two component plagioclase feldspar phase diagram at 1 atm (Bowen 1928). To see how the
suction effect could work, assume a composition X has cooled along a familiar trajectory such that liquid and solid
have remained in equilibrium on cooling to reach point P. Also note that implicit in the phase diagram is a
mechanical element, analogous to the rheological divisions comprising solidification fronts. The shear-dilatant
sensitive region in the phase system begins where the two-phase mixture is equal to c. 80% solids, 20% liquid and
above, in accordance with the Lever Rule. The dilatant region (red stipple) is shown extending beyond a single
isothermal tie line, drawn parallel with and up to the solidus curve. This region corresponds to the Mohr diagram
analysis in Fig. 5 for a deforming mush layer, thus making the link between the mechanics during shear and the
phase petrology of binary systems.
The labels in Fig. 7 show the potential effect of intrusion of hotter melt with less evolved composition, drawn
upwards into the dilating crustal mush. On the grain scale, this is clearly a complex process that will involve mixing
between the existing liquid in the framework and fresh melt. However, as shown diagrammatically, the net result
will be an up-temperature shift with the addition of more mafic, An-rich melt. Thus, at temperature T 2, the
composition of the solid phase (S2) is An58. An influx of hotter melt at T3 (1350oC) will push the system to new
equilibrium composition of S3 (An66). Assuming instantaneous re-equilibration, this will cause reverse zonation.
Depending on the local temperature gradient and duration of flow, resorption of crystals is also possible
(Donaldson and Henderson 1988). Thus, oscillatory zoning patterns could be recorded in plagioclase crystals that
formed without the involvement of any truly foreign magmas or changes in pressure. In such instances, plagioclase
zoning could be misinterpreted as evidence of magma mixing or rapid magma ascent.
Fig. 7 shows only the simplest example of how dilation of the mush coupled with fluctuations in melt pressure can
disrupt the crystallisation sequence and impart compositional (and thermal) disequilibrium at a local scale. Similar
effects should occur in dilating olivine (Fo-Fa) mushes. With the addition of more components, a relevant example
being the system Di-Ab-An, where the addition of diopside lowers the liquidus and solidus temperature of
plagioclase, small changes in temperature (of a few 10s of degrees C) will result in large compositional shifts for
liquids on the cotectic. It is thus easy to see how shearing and deformation of the mush could stall or even reverse
temporarily, down-temperature fractional crystallisation trends. Following Emmons (1940), oscillatory zoning in
minerals has the potential to record a structural history as well as a chemical one.
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Mesoscale
Modification to solidification fronts
Textbook behaviour for the cooling and crystallisation of plutonic rocks describes the familiar, down temperature
sequence of fractionation leading to compositional diversity. However, deformation and subsequent mush
dilatancy has the potential to disrupt this normal sequence of events. We explain how below.
Figure 8 is a summary from McBirney (1984) complied from different sources including direct observation from
lava lakes that show the relationships between temperature, composition and crystallinity in magma cooling from
above. The vertical scale shows depth below the solidus. The region most sensitive to shear-induced dilation is
that part of the layer in the range c. 0.7    0.9 . During the deformation events that we are discussing, a small
amount of cooler, more hydrous melt, from near the roof zone might be drawn downward into the dilating mush.
However, it is more likely that the bulk of the melt drawn in will be from the much larger reservoir of hotter, more
liquid magma beneath. This is because the porosity and permeability of the solidification front increase downward
(Marsh 2002).
As shown in Fig. 7 for the system Ab-An, the effect of drawing in hotter melt would be to destabilise crystals next
to the pores filled with newly introduced melt. In mafic systems the residual liquid fraction at a crystal contents >
70% is enriched in Fe through crystallisation of Mg-rich olivine and/or orthopyroxene. Thus, dilation will cause
mixing with Mg-enriched liquids drawn from below. As with silicic systems, the net effect would be to cause
partial dissolution of crystals and in mafic magmas, precipitation of more magnesian olivine and pyroxene.
In the example given (Fig. 8), the magma is cooling from above. The timescale of the advancing solidification
front is thus relevant to the ability of the magma to differentiate chemically. Assuming simple monotonic cooling
of a solidifying boundary layer (crust) moving downwards, the depth of the layer will increase with the square root
of time according to y1  21  t (Turcotte and Schubert 2002, p. 163). While the model is complicated by the
fact that the dilatant effect will bring in heat from below (see Fig. 6), that could act to stall the solidification
process, we calculate it would take approximately 4.4 years for the solidification front to cool 10 metres. Given a
shear strain rate of 10-7 s-1, melt segregation during dilation could transport liquid (and chemical components) over
this same distance in c. 80 days. McBirney (1984) noted that some kinds of layering in igneous rocks, such as
economically important chromite bands, require high fluxes of chemically undepleted liquid to flow though the
zone of crystallisation. Shear-aided dilatancy might help achieve the required local flow rates by drawing fresh
melt into the solidification front.
Potential structures and textures resulting from dilatancy
It remains an open question as to the range of structures and textures that might be preserved during dilatancy of
a congested magma mush. Possible examples from the field and those produced experimentally are shown in
Figure 9. The felsic segregations in the Gaos Suite gabbros (Fig 9a) are comprised of plagioclase feldspar with
minor quartz and hornblende. Clearly this composition is late stage in origin and its intergranular distribution,
apparently pseudomorphing the melt phase, is consistent with textures we regard as indicative of pre-failure
Reynolds dilatancy in a congested mush. Similar geometries are seen in deformation experiments performed on
aggregates of olivine and FeS where evidence for granular dilatancy is reflected in pooling of liquid metal into
pockets and intersticies between the matrix grains. We do not propose at this stage these observations are
conclusive, and acknowledge other explanations may be just as good. Indeed, Renner et al (2000) argued that
direct measurement of volumetric strain is needed to confirm granular dilatancy in laboratory experiments on
partially molten rock. However, the geometrical similarity between melt phase structures observed in the field and
from experiment (Fig. 9), with those seen in shear-dilated high temperature alloys, is noteworthy.
Regarding microstructural evidence for dilatancy, van der Molen and Peterson (1979) describe melt redistribution
into reservoirs oriented subparallel to the maximum compressive stress, consistent with locally dilatant, brittle
processes. Hertzian contacts between grains in the dilating skeleton will increase as the coordination number drops
with loading (Fig. 2a). The resulting stresses at grain contacts may be high enough to promote intergranular
fracturing. As the contact stresses increase with decreasing radius of curvature (Johnson 1985), smaller grains are
more susceptible to breaking, leading in time to an increase in grain size range in the assemblage.
It is also the case in theory (Appendix, Eqns. A1 and A2), that as the granular material is loaded deviatorically,
directional effects become pronounced. This takes place because in the major principal stress direction contacts
are made, while in the minor principal stress direction contacts are deleted. In time the fabric of the material
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becomes stretched (the evolution of the fabric tensor tends to follow the changes of the stress tensor) and anisotropy
is induced. One manifestation of this could be foliations or lineations with a preferred orientation.
Finally, in the more melt-dominated regions of solidification fronts, upwelling and trapping of smaller, suspended
particles might cause permeability reductions by blocking and chocking, analogous to filtration effects (caking)
common in industrial processes involving two-phase flow (Wakeman and Tarleton 2005). Structures formed this
way, along with the rotation and preferred alignment of larger suspended crystals frozen in during cooling, could
account for some ‘sedimentary’ type features preserved in plutonic rocks (e.g. Barriere 1981; Paterson et al. 2019).
The mechanical consequence of permeability (physical and geometric) fluctuations more generally, linked to fluid
flow in solidification fronts, is discussed later.
Post-failure rupture layers and fracturing
It is reasonable to assume that if shear is maintained for long enough, the dilating mush will rupture (e.g. Fig. 5c).
This is referred to in the granular mechanics literature as a bifurcation (Rudniki and Rice 1975; Sheikh-Ansari and
Aghaie-Khafri 2018) the technical meaning of which is that the governing equations change from elliptic (prefailure) to either hyperbolic or parabolic. After the bifurcation point is reached our model breaks down and can
say nothing quantitatively about the continued evolution of the system as it deforms. However, we can look for
field evidence for bifurcation where pre-failure deformation may have provided a precursor to subsequent rupture.
For example, dilatant shear bands are likely to form during deformation of congested magma. Significantly,
similar structures, along with micro-segregation and fracturing (hot tears) have been observed in experiments and
numerical simulations of semi-solid alloy mushes (Gourlay and Dahle 2007; Su et al. 2019). Candidate examples
with geometrical similarities occur in dolerites comprising the Basement Sill, Antarctica (Marsh 2004). Here, cmscale plagioclase segregations within a course granular opx matrix form closely spaced sub-parallel layers. Figure
10a shows an individual layer in detail that shares features with sheared granular alloys including a characteristic
width defined by < 20 particle diameters (Meylan et al. 2010). Previously the origin of these layers has been
ascribed to bulk flow and shear of congested magma (Petford and Mirhadizadeh, 2017). However, it is possible
they (along with other more silicic segregations) formed during shear-aided dilation of the Sill magmas after
emplacement. A supporting example of this is given by Geshi (2001) who describes the in-situ segregation during
shear of interstitial trachyte melt into an array of conjugate, en-echelon veins. Similar instabilities in solidifying,
congested magma are commonplace (e.g. Brown and Rushmer 1997; Marsh, 2002). The effects of melt rich
dilatant zones that focus and accumulate fluid at high solid fractions are two-fold. Firstly, melt bands will stay
hotter and more liquid for longer than interstitial melt in the enclosing matrix. Secondly, because they are
rheologically weaker than their surroundings, they will act as a focus for continued deformation (Stevenson 1989).
This is seen to some extent in Fig 10b where during experimental deformation, a drop in pore fluid pressure
associated with dilatancy has caused melt to be forced out of the specimen and into the surrounding medium. The
additional pore space required to accommodate melt sucked into the matrix is achieved by further dilation.
At larger scales, post-failure pressure changes associated with dilatancy and rupture in granitic magmas might
ultimately drive the segregation of residual melt into veins and dykes (e.g. Clemens et al. 1997; Clemens and
Stevens 2016) to form late-stage aplites and pegmatites (e.g. Emmons 1940; Sisson and Bacon 1999; Waters and
Lange 2017). In mafic systems, the outcome could be segregations of granophyre and evolved alkali rocks as
proposed by Bowen (1920). In this way, discontinuous variations in composition at outcrop scale are traced back
to initial deformation at the pore scale.

Macroscale
Dilatancy in crustal melt columns: turbo-charging the segregation process?
In considering the origins of discontinuous variation, Bowen (1920) argued that bimodal compositions in igneous
rocks were not caused by gravitational processes, but where instead a compositional signature of magma
differentiation by deformation. In this context, long-standing models of large, mostly liquid, crustal-scale magma
chambers (Jaupart and Tait 1995) are being replaced by the idea of vertically extensive columns of magma mush
through which buoyant melt can percolate (Cashman et al. 2017; Jackson et al. 2018; Sparks et al. 2019). Endmember compaction theory provides an elegant solution in static systems (Jackson et al. 2018), but segregating
chemically evolved liquids from putative columns fast enough to account for observed eruption volumes (c. > 10
km3) of silicic magma remains problematic (e.g. Holness 2018; Bachmann and Huber 2018). One reason for this
could be the self-limiting notion of rheological ‘lock-up’ in crystal mushes when the solid fraction exceeds a
critical threshold (e.g. Vigneresse et al. 1996; Bachmann and Huber 2018; Floess et al. 2019). Attempts to explain
crystal mush reactivation in silicic systems via a complex interplay of melting and gas addition strike us as
unnecessarily complicated (Huber et al. 2011). Although in situ deformation and the local stress state are
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recognised as important but poorly constrained properties in three phase flow, these models still promote a fixed
shear viscosity for the deforming matrix along with buoyancy-driven melt flow (Huber and Parmigiani 2018), in
contrast to the contact mechanics one presented here. In our model, deformation enhances locally both the
temperature and permeability of crystal-rich systems from its background state (see Fig 9), moving the system out
of thermal equilibrium. Indeed, high crystal contents (0.7 >> 0.9) are a fundamental initial condition, without
which dilatancy and the segregation of interstitial melt cannot occur. During deformation, there is no critical
rheological threshold.
Given this, the following sequence of events is tentatively proposed that highlights the cascading role and evolving
style of deformation as a way to extract viscous silicic melt quickly from mushy magma. As such this work is in
part an attempt to help connect thermal of models of magma rejuvenation with the contact mechanics of mush
systems as they evolve. Firstly, the nature of deformation. As shown here, background plate tectonic rates are
insufficient for dilatancy to have much effect. A more local cause, internal to the magma generation processes, is
required. Most models of crustal scale magma reservoirs regard intrusion and thermal recharge by newly accreted
magma bodies as central to their longevity (Cashman et al. 2017; Sparks et al. 2019). However, mechanical
disruption is not factored in as these models are primarily thermal (e.g. Jackson et al. 2018). For example, a 100
m thick sill emplaced into a pre-existing, 1 km-high mush column in 1 year gives a shear strain rate of c. 10-9 s-1,
sufficient to initiate dilatancy in the surrounding mush and extract melt from silicic mushes much faster than
viscous compaction (Fig. 4). Multiple intrusions could create a near-continuous deformation field, allowing melt
to segregate rapidly through a combination of granular (pre-failure) dilatancy into melt-rich layers, followed by
hydraulic failure of the mush and draining upwards of the evolved, pooled melt via dykes. In support, Christopher
et al. (2015) interpret geophysical and geochemical data on bursts of gas ﬂux at the Soufrière Hills Volcano,
Montserrat, as evidence for ﬂuid-ﬁlled fractures propagating through at least 5 km thickness of mush. Should an
eruption begin, shear strain rates during catastrophic venting of batholith volume magmas may increase to 10-410-3 s-1 (Gottsmann et al. 2009), further accelerating melt flow in the dilating magma. At even higher shear strain
rates (>10-3 s-1), deformation caused by the eruption itself could become the agent of continued melt extraction,
analogous to Reynolds dilatancy in agitated wet sand. Clearly the above sequence is speculative and needs more
consideration. However, volume expansion of a sub-volcanic dilating mush would result in heave. Surface uplift
is a common precursor for volcanic eruptions (e.g. Amelung et al. 2000) and could provide a direct observational
test of the dilatant model.
One last point relates to vertical variations in mush permeability, above and below the dilating region. This set-up
was explored in detail by Koenders and Petford (2005) but is relevant to the situation here, especially if melt flow
results in an abrupt decrease in permeability through choking or clogging as discussed earlier. The effect is likely
to be scale-invariant. Figure 11 shows the effect in non-dimensional form, where an increase in layer permeability
shifts the pore pressure to the negative side. Reduced pressure in the melt phase may have the secondary effect of
causing bubbles to form, making the fluid compressible. A corresponding, very substantial pressure gradient forms
above the clogged layer, which will have mechanical implications for its integrity. Similar near-impermeable,
clogging boundaries have been identified in granitic plutons where mafic intrusions separate layers of crystal-rich
deformable mush, with the potential to trap residual melt during deformation (Wiebe 1993). The greater the
permeability contrast between and within layers, the more severe the effect. It appears that the skeletal matrix
properties of deforming magmas play a critical role, yet to be fully resolved, in governing the discontinuous
compositional variation in igneous rocks (Bowen 1920).

Summary
Recent developments in high definition mineral chemistry at the grain scale are shedding new light on the processes
and rates of magma storage, differentiation and eruption. However, the complementary physics and fluid dynamics
of melt extraction are still based primarily on viscous compaction theory. We regard this as problematic and
possibly not relevant in sub-volcanic settings where magma is being deformed by external shear. Our modification
to Biot’s governing theory, while exploiting a Darcian approximation for porous flow, emphasises the elastic
response of granular assemblage to deformation as a pre-requisite for fluid motion over and above buoyancy effects
and to a lesser extent melt viscosity. Key parameters governing the dilatancy effect are the loading rate, physical
permeability, mush strength, shear modulus and the contact mechanics of the assemblage. While acknowledging
that information on some material parameters is scant, best estimates are provided. We present expressions for: 1)
the time to dilation, 2) the pressure change in the interstitial melt phase, and 3) associated melt flow rates as a
function of shear strain rate. We show that where shear strain rates exceed the local tectonic background, pressureinduced melt flow can locally redistribute heat and mass through sparsely permeable, highly-congested magma at
velocities far in excess of either buoyancy forces or diffusion. Unlike static magmas, there is no ‘lock-up’ state
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above which the interstitial melt cannot percolate. Co-mingling of intruding melt has the potential to interrupt (or
locally reverse) fractionation trends. Microscale evidence (plagioclase or olivine) would include overgrowth by
new, more calcic feldspar or Mg-rich to produce reverse zoning or resorbtion, mimicking some of the textural
effects attributed to magma mixing. Particles (smaller crystals) trapped or deposited during melt flow may
contribute to some sedimentary-like features observed in plutonic rocks.
At the mesoscale, the state of mean stress in the magmatic layer arising from buoyancy forces, modified for
changes in pore fluid pressure during shear, provides estimates of shear strength and effectives stress analogous to
standard geotechnical assessments of rock and soil. Following on, indicative Mohr analysis shows that during
dilation, the increase in effective stress could produce a situation similar to that seen in depleted hydrocarbon
reservoirs. Continued post-failure instabilities (bifurcation) including hydraulic rupture of the mush, may act as
sites of nucleation for dykes including pegmatites and aplites, with the potential to drain and redistribute
compositionally distinct melt fractions across the system (fractionation and auto-intrusion). While the role of water
and exsolved volatile phases will complicate the picture by making the melt phase compressible and modifying
the viscosity, these effects can be added to the analysis at a later stage. Mush strength (both compressive and
tensile), coordination numbers, the effect of particle geometry on distribution and magnitude of contact forces and
elasto-viscous effects remain uncertain. Post-failure, the underlying mechanics controlling magmatic shear bands
appear governed by dilation angles and internal friction. More experimental work is needed if we are to better
constrain these variables for modelling purposes in partially molten systems. Since melt flow vectors during
dilation are not constrained by gravity, at larger scales (e.g. in putative crustal-scale mush columns), drainage
effects could potentially disrupt the perceived normal sequence of igneous differentiation. Rather than one primary
mechanism responsible for extracting highly silicic melt from plutonic mushy zones, a series of deformation
events, unfolding on a range of scales, might agree better with the volcanic record in terms of rates and erupted
volumes.
Finally, with the addition of time-dependent effects (constitutive creep) in the granular matrix, the model may find
new application in melt segregation in porous regions of the deep Earth and further afield unknown in Bowen's
time. Potential sites include mushy layers at the inner core and the cryospheres of icy planets.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. Illustration of the changes in the difference of principal skeletal stresses and volume strain for an initially
loose packed compacting granular layer (dashed line) that subsequently undergoes dilation due to shear at high
particle contents. By analogy, in initially compacted magmas where the packing density exceeds the critical
melt fraction, further deformation can only take place through dilatancy (red curve). Characteristic (concaveupwards) curves for a densely packed medium (a), and corresponding increase in volumetric strain (b) during
shear have been observed in deformation experiments of partially molten rock and metal alloys at high solid
fractions (van der Molen and Paterson 1979; Kareha et al. 2017), consistent with Reynolds dilation in these
materials.
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Fig 2. Mechanical behaviour of congested magma during shear-induced dilation. (a) Deformation and volume
expansion reduces the number of crystals that share a point contact (Z) from 5 to 4 and increases the contact force
on individual grains (Eq. A17). (b) Volume expansion of the granular framework lowers the pore fluid (interstitial
melt) pressure 𝑝∗ (shown here in non-dimensional form) from its initial equilibrium value of 0 at t*  0 (red curve),
potentially sucking in melt from further afield, at a rate proportional to the thickness of the deforming region and
rate of loading.
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Fig. 3. Secular changes in excess (negative) pore fluid pressure p  y  from Eq. (3) for a shear strain rate of 10-10
s-1, = 0.8 and d = 5 mm. Mush composition is expressed via interstitial melt viscosity () in the physical
permeability (basalt,= 102 Pa s, rhyolite = 105 Pa s, Table 1), and relevant elastic constants for the
corresponding solid phase (olivine, G = 70 GPa), plagioclase (G = 34 GPa, Table A1). The drop in excess pore
pressure is position-dependent (top of layer, y = 0), and decreases in magnitude downwards for both compositions.
Excess pressure is greatest in the higher viscosity (rhyolitic) melt. H = 10 m.
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Fig. 4. Melt flow rates for strain rates corresponding to tectonic background and magma emplacement as a function
of the positive dilatancy ratio ( = 2,3,4), calculated from Eq.4 with  = 0.8 and a stress ratio of 3. Layer thickness
0-1000 m. Flow velocities increase with higher strain rates for all values of H and . Shaded area shows the range
in compaction velocities and compaction lengths for matrix porosities of 0.01-0.3 and melt viscosities of 1-105 Pas
(Sparks et al. 2019, Table 2).
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Fig. 5. Illustrative Mohr diagram and accompanying Coulomb-Griffith failure envelope, summarising the
mechanical behaviour of a 10-m thick dilating basalt layer comprising 80% solids using elastic constants for
olivine (Table A1) and an interstitial melt viscosity of 102 Pa s. (a) The situation at rest (static) with a differential
skeleton stress of c. 100 kPa, a stress ratio 1 / 3  3 and solid-melt density contrast = 300 kg/m3. (b) Dilation and
accompanying drop in excess pore fluid pressure, calculated using Eq. 3 for a shear strain rate of 10-10 s-1. The
corresponding increase in skeletal mean stress (100 to 120 kPa) moves the circle to the right (shaded), away from
the failure envelope. (c). Induced failure of the depleted mush caused by reducing the minimum confining stress
by approximately 1/4. The stress ratio at failure is 3.25, with shear and normal stress at 52 and 83 kPa respectively.
The predicted angle of failure (where 2) relative to is 30o.
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Fig. 6. Thermal Péclet number (Pe) as a function of shear strain rate for rhyolite (solid line) and basalt melts
(dashed line) with thermal diffusivities of 3.5 x 10-7 m2 s-1 and 5 x 10-7 m2 s-1 respectively (Hofmeister et al. 2009).
At tectonic rates, velocities are significantly less than the rate of thermal diffusion, implying the magma will have
crystallised completely before significant movement between melt and solid has occurred. The switch between
diffusion and advection-controlled transport is governed (all else being equal) by the layer thickness under tectonic
loading. Heat transport is dominated by flow of melt (Pe>1) for layer heights inside the shaded area (shear strain
rates > 10-10 s-1).
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Fig. 7. An illustration of the effect of dilatancy on the composition of plagioclase (system Ab-An). Staring with a
normal fractionation (down temperature) trend at point X (S1, An83), the mixture has cooled to point P (L2 with
An% at S2). Shear deformation draws hotter melt into the dilating mush (red stipple) at temperature T3. Plagioclase
crystals (composition S2 = An58) react with the auto-intruding An-rich liquid and shift to composition S3 with a
new bulk composition P’. The zoning profile reads An83 - An58 (normal), An58 - An66 (reversed). By extension, uptemperature transitions more generally could produce multiple reversed zoning patterns, scalloped discontinuities
and resorption mistakenly ascribed to the influx of external (foreign) melts into a closed system.
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Fig. 8. Schematic vertical section through a generic solidification front (McBirney 1984; Marsh, 2002) showing
changes in temperature, crystal fraction and composition as a function of depth (black line) modified to include
mechanical and compositional instabilities due to deformation. The following sequence of events are presented for
consideration. (1) Shear-enhanced dilation sucks up hotter melt (red lines) from below (auto-intrusion) into the
more congested (70-80% solid) parts of the mush, resulting in elevated temperatures and compositional changes
(red arrows). (2) ‘clogging’ and permeability reductions form layers in the suspension zone, the latter preserved
sequentially (1-2, arrowed) as the capture front moves downwards. (3) Post-failure bifurcation and shear bands in
the congested mush lead to accumulation of pools of evolved melt available to intrude locally/externally as latestage fractures/dykes. Note the symmetry of the process such that a mush collecting at the floor of a chamber will
draw melt downwards into the dilating layer from above, with similar anticipated results.
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Fig 9. (a) Cumulate gabbroic and gabbroic diorite rocks from the Oamikaub Ring Complex, Goas Suite, Namibia.
Felsic segregations (pink) have formed an intergranular network of the kind envisaged during Reynolds dilatancy
where, pre-failure, an evolved melt phase of feldspar and quartz has segregated out locally into pockets to form
interconnected strings. (b) Backscatter SEM image of synthetic olivine (Fo90) plus ca. 25 vol.% FeS deformed
during simple shear, strain rate ca. 10-4 s-1, T = 1250°C. The distribution of quenched FeS melt fraction (light grey)
between darker grey olivine shows close similarity to interstitial liquid distributions in the Goas gabbros and
dilating alloys at similar solid fractions (e.g. Cai et al 2015 and supplementary materials, Figs. 3-6).

(a)

(b)
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Fig. 10. Field and experimental examples of potential post-failure structures following Reynolds dilatancy in
partially molten rock (see also Petford, 2009). (a). Centimetre-scale plagioclase banding in an opx-rich matrix
emplaced as a granular magmatic slurry (Basement Sill, Antarctica, Marsh, 2004). The structure width is c. 10
opx grains wide. Although interpreted previously as the result of particle segregation during flow (Petford and
Mirhadizadeh 2017), the geometrical similarity to melt-rich shear bands formed in deforming alloys (generally
10-16 grain diameters wide, Meylan et al. 2010) is consistent with in-situ granular dilatancy. (b). BSE image of
deformation experiment (strain rate ca. 6 x 10-4 s-1, T ~ 1250°C). Segregations of FeS were sucked from the
sample into polycrystalline alumina pistons to form alignments of connected melt pockets driven by reductions
in pore fluid pressure associated with dilatancy (see Petford et al 2007; Fonesca et al 2013, and supplementary
materials Figs 7-9).
(a)

(b)
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Fig. 11. Illustration of the non-dimensional excess pore pressure through a vertical mush layer where clogging
(reduction in permeability) due to filtration effects has occurred. The clogged layer has an arbitrary thickness of
0.1H. The unclogged system is shown for comparison. Two curves are shown: (A) permeability ratio = 10; (B)
permeability ratio = 20. The effect of a reduction in layer permeability is to progressively reduce the (nondimensional) pore pressure and cause a large pressure gradient across the clogged (low permeability) layer. A
descriptive interpretation suggests that during deformation, bubbles may form in the melt phase due to reduction
in pressure, with potential rupture of the low permeability layer. Implications for the mechanical stability of the
mush are discussed in the text.
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Tables
Table 1. List of symbols, numbers in brackets refer to values used in text.

Symbol

Meaning

A

stiffness tensor

A

e

stiffness tensor in the elastic state

At

advection time scale

Dt

diffusion time scale

DH2O

diffusion coefficient for water in melts (Table 3)

E

Young’s modulus (Table A1)

F

inter-particle contact force

G

shear modulus (Table A1)

H

depth of deformable layer

K

bulk modulus

K

tensile strength of magma

Pe

Péclet number

R

modified skeletal stress ratio R 

1 / 3  1
see Equation (A6)
1  1 / 3  Gn   1

Rs

principal skeletal stress ratio Rs 

1
3

Q

compliance parameter for Hertz’ law, see Equation (A19)

T

temperature

Y

depth of the middle of the deformable layer

Z

average number of contacts per particle

a

stiffness tensor obtained from A in a rotated co-ordinate frame

c

cohesion of magma

c

branch vector

c

mean branch vector magnitude

c&0

shear stress rate (Pa s-1)

d

mean grain size (1-5 mm)

e

strain tensor

ė

shear strain rate (s-1)
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g

acceleration due to gravity

k

physical permeability

kc

contact assemblage stiffness

n

porosity (0.1-0.3)

n

contact unit normal

p (y)

excess pore pressure; p* is the scaled (non-dimensional) excess pore pressure
2
p  p* Rc&
0 H /  k 

p

quadratic contact distribution tensor

p 

angular contact distribution

q

fluid flow (m s-1)

r, r '

particle radii

t

time; t * is the scaled time t  t * H 2 /  k 

tc

characteristic time for advection and diffusion to be in the same order of magnitude

u

horizontal displacement

v

vertical displacement

v

mean volume per particle

y

vertical co-ordinate

y1

depth of solidifying boundary (10-1000 m)



estimate of time to the onset of dilatancy



mass density contrast (300 kg m-3)



contact stiffness tensor

skeletal stress (major, intermediate, minor principal values 1,2,3 , isotropic stress is  ); subscripts o and
b refer to the overburden and buoyancy case, respectively




failure angle relative to 1



melt compressibility (assumed 0)



tortuosity (1.5)



dilatancy parameter in a biaxial cell test   A2211 / A2222



solids volume fraction (0.7 - 0.9)

C

Coulomb friction angle (300)



thermal diffusivity

1

thermal constant for Stefan problem (0.6)
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 n  ,  t 

normal and tangential contact stiffness coefficients



shear modulus in end state



constant of order unity



interstitial melt viscosity (basalt = 102 Pas, Rhyolite = 105 Pas)



Poisson’s ratio (Table A1)



mass density



total stress tensor (major, intermediate, minor principal values  1,2,3 , isotropic value  )

'

skeletal shear stress

Table 2. Summary of timescale to dilation () in a deforming magma mush of varying composition for three shear
strain rates corresponding to plate tectonic, magma emplacement and earthquake loading rates, calculated from
Eq. 2. The elastic constants of a mix of mineral types are chosen to reflect silicic (rhyolitic) and mafic (basalt)
compositions, with Albite (An10) and quartz for the silicic case and plagioclase (Labradorite An56) and pyroxene
(augite) for the mafic one. Values used are given in Table A1. The stress regime in the mush relates to two cases,
buoyancy (b) and overburden (o) with   1 (Table 1). In both cases time to dilatancy is fastest for mafic
compositions, reflecting the elastic constants of the (slightly stiffer) minerals comprising the skeletal matrix.
Shear strain rate

𝜮𝒃 𝐒𝐢𝐥𝐢𝐜𝐢𝐜

𝜮𝒃 𝐌𝐚𝐟𝐢𝐜

 𝜮𝒐 𝐒𝐢𝐥𝐢𝐜𝐢𝐜

𝜮𝒐 𝐌𝐚𝐟𝐢𝐜

Units

Tectonic

550

450

1.8 ∗ 104

1.5 ∗ 104

years

0.48

0.4

16

14

hours

2 ∗ 10−5

1.5 ∗ 10−5

6 ∗ 10−4

5 ∗ 10−4

seconds

1014 s 1
Emplacement
10−7 𝑠 −1
Earthquake
101 𝑠 −1

Table 3. Sensitivity analysis comparing the equivalent time for H2O (bulk volatile) diffusion and advection rates
to equal each other over a reference distance of 10 m. Melt flow rates are calculated from Eq. (4) for a crystal
fraction of 0.8 and dilatancy ratio of 2.0. Diffusion coefficients for rhyolite and basalt assume 1.0 wt % H2Ot in
the melt phase (data from experiments by Zhang and Ni (2010), T = 1273K, P = 24 MPa).
Shear strain rate

Equivalent transport
time
Basalt
( DH2O = 5.8 x 10-11 m2 s-1)

Rhyolite
( DH2O = 6.6 x 10-12 m2 s-1)

10-12 s-1

7 x 104 (yr)

8 x 103 (yr)

10-10 s-1

7.3 (yr)

0.8 (yr)
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10-7 s-1
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232 (s)

26 (s)

Appendix 1
A sheared granular medium evolves from a near isotropy state to a highly anisotropic one. The fabric tensor, that
is the quadratic fit of the mean angular contact distribution, follows the skeletal stress tensor development. The
latter evolves from an initial state in which the principal stress directions are aligned with coordinate axes (chosen
to align with the direction of gravity and normal to it) to a stress ellipse that makes an angle of nearly  / 4 with
the gravity direction. A simulation of the shearing of a granular material is reported in Thornton and Sun (1993).
The results of the simulations show clearly that the stress development exhibits an initial state in which the stress
ratio jumps up to a certain level and then remains more or less constant while the shear increases. The volume
strain, meanwhile, quickly reaches a constant rate while the axial strain is increased. The fabric tensor tends to
follow the direction of the stress tensor; the ratio of major to minor axis is in the region of 2 once the initial jump
has taken place. The ratio of the major to minor principal stress is in the order of 5-6 for lightly loaded materials.
In the coordinate frame that is aligned with the major/minor principal stresses the incremental stress-strain relation
in two dimensions has the form

 &11   A1111 0
&  
G
 12    0
 &22   A2211 0
  

A1122   e&
11 



0   e&
12 
A2222   e&22 

(A1)

(the stresses in the third direction do not play a significant role, as the whole deformation is two-dimensional)
Now, in the end state the determinant A1111 A2222  A1122 A2211  0 and the shear modulus G is very much reduced
from its initial value. The ratio   A2211 / A2222 is the dilatancy ratio in a biaxial cell test and for dense materials
typically in the order of 2-3.
In order to obtain the stiffness tensor for increments a rotation is carried out, see the Appendix C of Koenders and
Petford (2005). In the rotated frame, at an angle of  / 4 the following moduli and combination of moduli are
found:
a1212 

1
4

 A1111  A1122  A2211  A2222  ;

a2211   14  A1111  A1122  A2211  A2222 

(A2)

a1212a2222  a2212a1222  14 G  A1111  A1122  A2211  A2222   14  A1111 A2222  A1122 A2211 

The friction ratio A1122 / A2222  1 /  3 , where 1 and  3 are the major and minor principal (skeleton) stresses in
the end state. Using the constitutive ideas put forward in the limiting state, the determinant vanishes and
substituting the dilatancy ratio, the above moduli (combinations) turn out to be:





a1212  14 A2222  1  1   1 ; a2211  14 A2222  1  1 1   


 3 
 3 

(A3)



a1212 a2222  a2212 a1222  14 GA2222  1  1   1
 3 

(A4)



a2112  14 A2222  1   1    1 .

 3


(A5)

In these limits the following parameters may be summarised:

 G; R 

1 / 3  1
v&
; c&0   14 A2222  1 / 3   1    1
y
1  1 / 3  Gn   1

(A6)

where v& is the vertical displacement velocity. Alternatively, expressing it directly in the applied horizontal shear:
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c&0  18 A2222  1 / 3   1    1

u&
y

(A7)

with the all-important end-state coefficient:

Rc&0





A2222  1 / 3  1 1    u&
.
8G  Gn   1
y

(A8)

The essential part of this is the ratio A2222 / G in the end-state. To get an impression of this quantity the idea is
pursued that it can be derived from a contact distribution and a contact stiffness. The stress in a granular medium
is generated from the expression
ij 

1
2v



(A9)

Fi c j

particle
contacts

where v is the mean volume per particle; F the contact force vector and c the branch vector (that is, the vector
connecting the centres of two neighbouring particles). The over bar implies an average over all particles in the
assembly.
To obtain the moduli for incremental motion a contact stiffness is introduced. This quantity gives the relation
between a contact displacement increment and the accompanying contact force increment. The contact
displacement increment may be described by a (local) strain; as an average is taken in the first instance the mean
strain increment e&is used. The contact stiffness is a tensor  and the contact relation takes the form:
&
F&
i  ip e pq cq

(A10)

The contact stiffness tensor is anisotropic with respect to the contact direction n ; for spherical particles c  nc ,
where c is the average distance between two contacting particles. Various approximations are made here. To
begin with, there is good evidence that the particles are anything but spherical. Then there is the fact that the
particles are hardly mono-sized. Also, the nature of the contacts varies tremendously in reality: a sharp edge may
contact with a smooth neighbour or two smooth neighbours may participate, a rough one may contact a smooth
one, etc. All these variations affect the outcome of the analysis, however, little is known about the impact of these
phenomena and it must be kept in mind that a ratio of assembly averages are sought. Therefore,  is related to
two material constants, one for the normal response and one to the tangential one:

 pq    n p nq      pq  n p nq  .
n

t

(A11)

To then obtain an expression for the sum over all particles the latter is replaced by an integral over a contact
distribution. The latter is diagonal with respect to the coordinate axes:

1
&ij  
2v


1 
F&
  p     ip nq n j d   e& pq 
ic j 

2v  sphere
particle

contacts
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with p    pl mnl nm , with pl m  0 if l  m . Symmetrising brackets were used, because the stress and strain are
symmetric.
The ratio A2222 / G is then:
3    p  5 p22  p33   2    2 p11  3 p22  2 p33 
A2222
.
 2  n  11
t
G
2  3 p11  3 p22  p33      8 p11  8 p22  5 p33 
n
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n
t
Typically,     2   and the intermediate fabric contribution is p33  12  p11  p22  . If these estimates are used

the ratio ends up as

4 15 p11 / p22  41
, which is roughly 1.22 for large anisotropies.
49 p11 / p22  1

On this basis the two moduli are then in the same order of magnitude.
The expression:

Rc&0





A2222  1 / 3  1 1    u&
8G  Gn   1
y

(A14)

can now be used to estimate the flow rate into the medium. Simple differentiation yields for the rate at the bottom:

q

A2222  1 / 3  1 1    u&
H
.
8G  Gn   1
y

(A15)

When the dilatancy ratio   1 the fluid is squeezed out, but when   1 it is sucked in – exactly as expected. The
order of magnitude of the flow is 1    H u&/ y .
The whole analysis then only requires an estimate of the stress ratio and a ratio of the moduli and the
compressibility of the fluid. The actual value of the permeability is not required. The key parameters are the
thickness of the layer and the applied shear.
One aspect that has been overlooked so far is evolution of the moduli due to the shearing. The question is really
whether the applied shear is strong enough to push the medium into the dilatant régime. In order to ascertain that
the magnitude of the moduli is estimated and then – evaluating from the initial state – calculate how long it takes
for the applied shear to induce the mean existing pre-stress. If this happens, then one can be confident that the
applied shear will be able to push the medium to a sufficiently high stress ratio for the assumptions about the
moduli in the end state to be reasonable.
Next, in an order of magnitude calculation the contact force has an average magnitude F and will be directed
more or less away from the particle. The branch vector will have a magnitude of the average particle diameter d .
Thus the order of magnitude of the stress is related to the order of magnitude of the strain as:


1
F d  ni n j .
2v
contacts

(A16)

The sum over the contacts is of the order of magnitude of

Z 4 2
 Z , where Z is the average number of contacts
2 3 3

3

1 4  d 
, with  the crystal content (solidosity). The overall stress follows from
 3  2 
either the depth of the problem  gY , or the density contrast 12  gH (these are again orders of magnitude; the
per particle. Furthermore, v 

various stress components may well vary). Now the average contact force magnitude is

F 

2v 3
8 d 3 3
d2


 .
d 2Z
3d 8 2 Z
2 Z
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Using the Hertz formula for spheres the contact stiffness is:

kc 

3
2

F1/3
Q 2/3

 1 1  
 R  R '  



1/3

 1   2 1   '2 

 and  , ' the Poisson ratios of the participating particles and:
E' 
 E

with Q  43 

36
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(A19)

E, E  the Young’s moduli of the minerals (Table A1). For the particle radii R, R use d / 2 . The assembly stiffness
is then of the order of magnitude of
K

1
2



kc ci c j 

contacts

1
2Z 2
kc
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2
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The modulus has a typical value in the order of    / Q 2  , where  is a non-dimensional constant of order
1/3

unity. Multiplying with the shear strain rate and integrating over a time  gives the stress increase:
1/3 u
&
.
(A21)
   / Q 2 
y
For the material properties to change so that the medium becomes dilatant requires that this quantity approaches
the pre-stress, so:


1



 Q 

2/3

1
.
u&
y

(A22)

Table A1. Range of elastic properties for plagioclase, olivine (Fo 90), pyroxene (augite) and quartz used in the
text.1Compiled from Pabst et al. (2015), 2,3Mao et al. (2015), 3Ryan, (1987), 4 Yu et al. (2016) with T > 873K
(above  transition).

Plagioclase1
T(K)

Olivine2
An%

E
(GPa)



GVHR
(GPa)

T(K)

Pyroxene3
G(GPa
)

1826

100

100

0.291

33.13

900

70

1673

73

97

0.286

33.89

750

72

1573

56

95

0.281

34.22

500

76

1473

36

92

0.272

34.47

300

78

1128

10

88

0.258

34.54

1118

0

86

0.251

34.50
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